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Minecraft. Aqua Affinity Enchantment List Increases the rate of underwater mining. Allows the player to extract blocks at normal speed while remaining. Swimming reduces speed by up to 5 times. Enchantment ID: 8 Max Level: I Item(s): Bane of Arthropods Helmets Increase damage and grant Slowness IV to arthropod crowds (Spiders, Endermites, Silverfish). Each level
increases damage by 2.5 damage. Enchantment ID: 11 maximum level: Element V (s): Swords, axis explosion protection reduces explosion damage and knockback. Enchantment ID: 3 level max: Element IV): All armor to channel When an entity is struck during a thunderstorm, it is struck by lightning. Enchantment ID: 32 Max Level: I Item:Trident Depth Strider Increases Speed in
Water by 1/3. Level 3 allows the player to walk as fast on water as on land. Enchantment ID: 7 level max: III Item(s): The efficiency of the boots increases the extraction speed for the respective blocks. The anvil is required for level 5. Enchantment ID: 15 Max Level: V Item(s): Axes, Picks, Shovels, Shears Feather Falling Reduces Fall Damage (including Damage to Ender Pearl
Teleports) Enchantment ID: 2 Max IV Item(s): Boots Fire Aspect Target Mob on fire. Adds 4 seconds of fire per level. Doesn't work on nether crowds. Enchantment ID: 13 Level Max: II Item:Swords Fire Protection Reduces fire and lava damage. Enchantment ID: 1 Level Max: IV Item:All Armor Flame Flame for Arrows of Fire. Enchantment ID: 21 Max Level: I Item:Bow Fortune
Increases block drops. For minerals, Level I gives a 33% chance of multiplying the drops by 2, level II gives a chance to multiply the drops by 2 or 3, and level III gives a chance to multiply the drops by 2, 3 or 4. For the other items, each level increases the maximum drop by 4 (maximum 4 for glowstone, 5 for sea lanterns, and 9 for melons). Fortune increases the likelihood that flint
will fall from gravel, and young trees will fall from leaves and apples will fall from oak and dark oak leaves. Enchantment ID: 18 Max Level: 3 Items: Hatches, Picks, Frost Walker Shovels Creates Frost Ice while walking on water. Enchantment to the treasure. Enchantment ID: 25 Max Level: II Item:Empaaling Boots Increases Trident Damage. 1 1/4 more damage per level.
Enchantment ID: 29 Level Max: Element V (s): Trident Infinity arrows are not consumed when taken from a bow. The player must have at least 1 arrow in inventory. Arrows that miss their target can be picked up, but will not increase the number of arrows in the inventory. Enchantment ID: 22 Max Level: I Item(s): Bow Knockback Increase knockback attacks. (up to 3 blocks per
level) Enchantment ID: 12 Max Level: II Item(s): Sword Loyalty The Trident returns after being thrown Id Enchantment: 31 Max Level: III Item(s): Trident Looting Mobs drop more loot when killed. Increase the maximum drops by 1 for everyday items. Increases the number of trials for rare and rare declines by 1 percentage point per level. Enchantment ID: 14 Max Level: III
Item:Sword Luck of the Sea Increases Luck During Fishing. Enchantment ID: 23 Max Level: III Item:Fishing Rod Lure Increases the Chances of Biting Fish. Enchantment ID: 24 Max Level: III Item(s): Fishing Rod Mending Repairs items using experience points. Enchantment ID: 26 Max Level: I Item(s): Most Multishot tools shoot multiple arrows or fireworks Rockets from a
crossbow Enchantment ID:33 Max level: I Item(s): Crossbow Piercing Made Arrows Shoot Through Entities From a Crossbow. Enchantment ID:34 Level Max: IV Item(s): Power Crossbow Increase damage inflicted by arrows by (25% x level 1), rounded. Enchantment ID: 19 Max Level: V Item(s): Bow Projectile Protection Reduces projectile damage Enchantment ID: 4 Max Level:
IV Item(s): All Armor Protection Reduces all damage except Void, /kill and hunger. Enchantment ID: 0 Level Max: IV Item(s): All Armor Punch Increases knockback caused by arrows. Enchantment ID: 20 Max Level: II Item:Bow Quick Charge Charges a faster crossbow. Enchantment ID: 35 max level: III Elements: Breathing in Increases underwater breathing time by 15 seconds
per level. Increase underwater visibility. Enchantment ID: 6 Level Max: III Item(s): Riptide Helmet Throws the player towards Trident when launched; only works in water or in rainy weather. Enchanment ID: 30 max level: III Elements: Trident sharpness increases melee damage by 1.25 per level. Enchantment ID: 9 Max Level: V Item:Items: Axes Silk Touch Mined Blocks deposit
themselves rather than other items. Allows the collection of blocks that are generally impossible to obtain. Enchantment ID: 16 Max Level: I Item(s): Pickaxe, Axe, Shovel Smite Increases damage to undead crowds (Zombies, Zombie Pigmen, etc.) by 2.5 attack points per level. Enchantment ID: 10 Max Level: V Item(s): Swords, Thorns Axes Inflict damage to the attacker. (Level x
15%) chance to deal 1-4 damage attack points. Reduces durability by 3 points when the attack is successful, and by 1 point otherwise. Enchantment ID: 5 Level Max: III Item(s): Chestplate (Other Armor is secondary) Unbreaking Increases effective durability. Enchantment ID: 17 Max Level: III Item(s): Most tools and Armor This Minecraft tutorial explains how to make an
enchanted diamond pickaxe with screenshots and step-by-step instructions. In Minecraft, an enchanted diamond pickaxe is one of the many tools you can make. Enchantments can be added to items with an enchanting table, an anvil or a game control. Let's explore how to make an enchanted diamond pickaxe using an enchanting table. Supported Platforms An enchanted
diamond pickaxe is available in the following versions of Minecraft: PlatformSupported (Version) Java Edition (PC/Mac)Yes Pocket Edition (PE)Yes (0.12.1) Xbox 360 Yes xbox oneyes PS3Yes PS4Yes Wii UYes Nintendo SwitchYes Windows 10 EditionYes (0.12.1) Education EditionYes - The version it has been added or deleted, if any. NOTE: Pocket Edition (PE), Xbox One,
PS4, Nintendo Switch and Windows 10 Edition are now called Bedrock Edition. We will continue to show them individually for the history of the versions. Materials needed to make an enchanted diamond pick in Minecraft, these are the materials you can use to make an enchanted diamond pick: Enchantments for Diamond Pickaxe In Minecraft, You can enchant a diamond pickaxe
with the following enchantments: Enchantment Description Curse of Vanishing Cursed item will disappear after the player dies Efficiency Increases the speed at which you can mine Fortune Increases block drops from mining Mending Uses xp to repair your tools, weapons and armor Silk Touch Mines hangs (fragile items) Unbreaking Increases the durability of the article See a full
list of Minecraft enchantments Steps to enchant the diamond pickaxe 1. Open the enchanting table first, open your enchanting table to have the Enchant menu that looks like this: 2. Enchant the diamond pickaxe in the Enchant menu, place the diamond pickaxe in the first box. Then place 3 lapis lazuli in the second box. TIP: In Creative mode, you don't need to place lapis lazuli in
the Box. Once you've placed your diamond pickaxe and lapis lazuli in both boxes, you'll see the enchantment slots display up to 3 enchantment options. Each enchantment will display a number on the right which is the number of experience levels you need to have to unlock and display the enchantment (this is not the cost of applying the In this example, the first enchantment is
unlocked if you have 7 experience levels, the second is unlocked if you have 14 experience levels, and for the third enchantment, you need 30 experience levels to unlock it. The higher the experience points required to unlock the enchantment, the better the enchantment. If you don't have enough levels, you can still earn more experience points by killing crowds or using the /xp
command. TIP: If you pass over the slot, you will see the name of the enchantment and the cost. When you hover over the third enchantment, it says Silk Touch I and the cost of enchantment is 3 lapis lazuli and 3 enchantment levels (i.e.: 3 levels on your experience bar). Silk Touch I is one of the 3 enchantments you can choose from the enchanting table. Select the enchantment
you want to apply to the diamond pickaxe. Once you have selected an enchantment, your lapis lazuli and experience points will be spent and the diamond pickaxe will shine purple. You can hover over the enchanted diamond pickaxe to see its new powers. TIP: Very often, the enchanting table will add more than the enchantment originally chosen. So you could end up with an
object that is enchanted by 2 or 3 enchantments (or maybe even 4 enchantments)! The diamond pickaxe is now an enchanted diamond pickaxe and you can put it back in your inventory. Congratulations, you made an enchanted diamond pick in Minecraft! Sustainability attack damage and attack damage is the amount of damage the item will deal with when attacking a crowd.
Sustainability represents the life of the item. For tools, weapons and transportation, sustainability is the number of useful actions before the item is destroyed. For armored objects, durability is the number of moves (which can be blocked by armor) before the object is destroyed. Thus, the higher the number of durability, the longer the item will last. The following table shows the
attack damage and durability of each pick in Minecraft: Other enchanted objects in Minecraft, you can make other enchanted objects such as:
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